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Purpose of the Thesis
To make in sequence three synchronous sound motion
pictures, one film being complete before the next is begun.
To begin the series with the premise of photographing
people, directly and simply, speaking before the camera.
To restructure the camera observations, the recorded
material, at will during the editing process using the
medium's sculptural plasticity to create new observations
about people, language, and communication.
Scope of the Thesis
I am interested in using the motion picture medium in
its most basic or primal way; that of setting up the camera
in front of the subject, turning it on, letting all the film
run through, and turning it off. In this way I can begin a
venture in film making on my own terms, manipulating the
medium as I see fit from a direct and controllable starting
point. I am also interested in photographing people; the
way they talk and react in a verbal context; the contrast
between spoken word and facial gesture. I am interested
in photographing people; the way they talk and react in a
verbal context; the contrast between spoken word and facial
gesture. I am interested in creating both possible and im
possible speeches from spoken material either improvised or
prepared .
The film Spot will serve as the starting point and
first film of the thesis. In making this film I recorded
two friends, Joyce Culver and Constance Evans, separately,
in close-up, and speaking before the camera. I also pho
tographed each woman standing silently. The result was
four shots each approximately three minutes in length, two
with sync-sound monologue and two silent. The plan was to
gather specific content that was to a good extent outside
of my control and then to edit freely the images and sounds
using the content, the women and what they said, as the
guide to the structure and pacing of the film. I felt the
film should function in a somewhat musically dynamic way
as most interesting conversation does.
I feel the film is for the most part successful in its
restructuring of the material, its flow, and handling of
the narrative. I enjoy the sense of interplay between the
women, both what they were responsible for and what I
created. I feel they maintain a strong human presence
throughout the film and that this is important for optimum
audience response. The film creates a conversation of many
exchanges out of an original conversation consisting of but
one. The major criticism I have of the film is that some
of the editing devices used tend to override the content
to no particular purpose. I feel that somehow the form and
content could be more unified.
Procedure
I now intend to make a second similar film, but not
until I have thoroughly discussed and analyzed the first
film with my board. When it comes time to make the third
film I will not begin until I understand what the second
one has accomplished and what a reasonable third film might
be like. This is how I would like to work, maintaining
contact with my board to aid in directing the thesis as
it proceeds from film to film. The thesis report would
consist of this proposal as well as background material,
additional description and evaluation of the first film,
a statement of the premise for the second and the third
film, plus their evaluations, and any reference material,
films viewed, books consulted, etc.
Introduction
My thesis proposal had the benefit of being written
after one third of the thesis work was finished. I could
simply describe what I had done and suggest a procedure for
pursuing some of the ideas suggested by the first film in
the series. As a structure for this introduction I would
now like to review some of the elements of the proposal in
light of the three films finished.
Title
The title of the proposal, "3
Films," was chosen
because it represented the extent of the task I was setting
for myself. This way of making films was a new beginning
for me and to make only one or two films would have limited
my understanding of what I was doing. By the time I had
three films there was a body of work which had greater
resonance and meaning because of the more complex relation
ships between the films.
Purpose of the Thesis
The "Purpose of the Thesis" section begins with the
following phrase:
To make in sequence three synchronous
sound motion pictures, one film being
completed before the next is begun.
What I wanted to do was make sound movies. The first
film, Spot, was in fact the first 16mm synchronous sound
movie I had ever made and part of my motivation was to
simply produce such an object. And to me it was indeed
8an object which has specific formal characteristics. It has
40 frames within each foot of 16mm film, 24 of them are pro
jected every second and along one edge of the film is an
optical sound stripe printed to be in exact synchronization
with the picture. All of this is on a reel and capable of
being projected on almost any 16mm projector in the world.
The formal restrictions as well as possibilities inherent
in the medium were what I wanted to confront and the first
film I wanted to produce would consider sound and picture
relationships as quite important.
The procedural aspects in the above quoted sentence
refer to the cautious way I like to work. They left pos
sible the ability to change the direction of the thesis
even radically if I felt it worthwhile.
To begin the series with the premise of
photographing people, directly and simply,
speaking before the camera.
Much of my early art work, still photos or work as an
undergraduate, had been peopleless and some critics of the
work felt it suffered because of this. Having, over the
years, taken this bias to heart, part of my thesis was a
desire to work with people quite directly. In some ways
it can be very dehumanizing to put someone directly in
front of a camera and have them scrutinized in this par
ticularly relentless way. But I am quite capable, as we
all are, of scrutinizing people's behavior without a
camera. It is also noted that people often reveal
9themselves in ways they would not ordinarily when confronted
with the camera. How I would respect the people being asked
to reveal themselves was in question as these films were
shot and edited.
The technical side of the direct and simple approach is
explained fairly well under "Scope of the Thesis," but it
was the desire to acquire lip-sync material for manipulation
that led to my filming in facial close-up.
Economically filmmaking is disastrous. Working
"directly and simply" was in part a result of economic
constraints, to think otherwise is to put too much weight
on esthetic intent and not enough on what is possible to
accomplish.
To restructure the camera observations,
the recorded material, at will during the
editing process . . .
What I would do with the film in the editing stage was
more central to me than how I would approach a subject while
filming. If I was creating an object to be projected, that
object was to be constructed during editing. Once I got
images and sounds on film and tape then I could work, as
a craftsman, trying to manipulate and thereby understand
what it was that I had on film.
In retrospect, if I had the proposal to write again,
it would not contain the above phrase, but rather this one
adapted from the "Scope of the
Thesis"
section:
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To gather specific content that is to a
good extent outside of my control and then
to edit freely the images and sounds using
the content as the guide to the structure
and pacing of the film.
As the thesis progressed, one problem was how to
remain true to the people and their words after they had
been reduced to filmic people and words. These are, never
forget, specific people. When I shot film of these people
I was formal and restrictive in handling the camera and
placing them in front of it. But as to what the people
said or how they said it I exerted little control.
As a filmmaker I work with two sets of impressions.
One is the general, experiential impressions I have of the
real people in the films, how I've known them, what led
me to film them and the personal circumstances during
the actual filming. The other is the filmic impressions:
pictures on film, sound on tape. The first will modify
how I approach the second.
With Spot the problem was to make a film that drama
tized the two women without lying about them. In the film
Ragnarok three people read Jorge Luis Borges
' fictional
words. They were not professional actors of narrators,
they were unique people, and the preservation of their
personalities was important to the film. In the film
Memaw, my grandmother, my mother and my sister were the
central characters. My personal involvement with the
11
people in this film, my family, certainly affected the
way I shot and edited the film.
Jean Rouch, the French anthropological filmmaker, has
said it is important that the structure of an event deter
mine the structure of the film and not vice versa. Although
my approach in filming events was far too formal and my
approach in editing far too active to allow this to happen
in an anthropological sense, the problem still existed of
seeing what was actually living in the footage and of
letting it speak and modify itself in concert with the
more general experiential references I personally held.
And again, never forget, these were specific people that
I was filming.
. . . using the medium's sculptural
plasticity to create new observations
about people, language and communication.
Again, if I were to rewrite the proposal I would
quickly delete "sculptural
plasticity." It was a reference
to the construction-like process of editing and the ability
to readily manipulate the form and structure of a film, but
it sounds mightily pompous. It also is a reference to
space: sculpture is a spacial medium and film deals in
spacial illusion. So, a rewrite might go like this:
To use the synchronous sound motion
picture medium formally to create new
observations about people, language and
interrelationships in a shared place.
I was using the medium formally in my approach to
filming and also bringing formal and structural
12
preconceptions into the editing process. Through the radical
manipulation of simple information I hoped new observations
would arise. I wanted to be true to the people in the films
and I was going to attempt to crossover from impersonal man
ipulation to personal revelation.
The shared place or shared space concept is one that
became clear as the second and third films were made. The
readers of the Borges parable were united in time and place
by the narrative as well as the abstract filmic space. The
three women in Memaw are all literally on Memaw's farm. I
feel it is more accurate to describe the people within the
films as interrelating rather than communicating. "Com
munication"
seems all too direct or linear. "Interrelation
ship" implies more give and take among the participants.
I would also prefer that the films interrelate with an
audience rather than communicate to an audience. An audi
ence can inform a film as well as be informed by it.
Scope of the Thesis
In the thesis proposal under "Scope of the Thesis,"
when I refer to using the motion picture medium in its
basic or primal way I am literally referring to the way
it was used by two of cinematography's inventors, Thomas
Edison and Louis Lumiere. Erik Barnouw, in his book,
Documentary, A History of the Non-Fiction Film (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1974), describes the difference
13
in the two systems, Edison's kinetoscope and Luniere's
cinematographe .
The camera with which Edison began film
production was an unwieldy monster; several
men were needed to move it. Also, Edison
was intent on integrating the invention
with another Edison specialty, electricity,
to ensure an even speed of operation.
For both these reasons, the Edison camera
was at first anchored in the tarpaper-covered
studio called "the Black Maria," built
at West Orange, N.J. This camera did not
go out to examine the world; instead, items
of the world were brought before it to
perform. Thus Edison began with a vaudeville
parade: dancers, jugglers, contortionists,
magicians, strongmen, boxers, cowboy rope-
twirlers. They appeared at a fixed distance
from the camera, usually against a black
background, deprived of any context or
environment .
The Louis Lumiere camera, on the other
hand--the cinematographe, launched in 1895
was totally different. It weighed only
five kilograms; according to a film historian
Georges Sadoul, this was about a hundredth of
the weight of the Edison camera. The cine
matographe could be carried as easily as a
small suitcase. Handcranked, it was not
dependent on electricity- The world out
doorswhich offered no lighting problems,
at least during the day--became its habitat.
It was an ideal instrument for catching life
on the run"sur le vif," as Lumiere put it
CPP- 5-6).
The films Spot and Ragnarok were produced in the
Edison style. The camera I used was large due to the
necessity of placing it inside a large silencing device
called a
"blimp." Both films were shot in a studio with
neutral lighting against a white background. There is a
theatrical nature to the presentation in that the people
were brought to the studio to
"perform" before the camera.
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The nature of the "performance" was, of course, quite dif
ferent from the performances Edison recorded. Sound was
the major factor added and my intent to edit radically the
visually simple footage I shot replaced Edison's search for
visual novelty in his subjects.
The nature of the content of the film Memaw, caused me
to operate more in the Lumiere style. With a smaller,
lighter, easily portable camera, I went out into the world,
specifically to my grandmother's farm, to catch her "life
on the run. "
Even though I quite deliberately (theatrically) set
up the environmental context in which the people in the
films speak (or behave), I had a strong documentary
interest in what they said and how they said it. Once
I got them in front of the camera I wanted to let them
be, let them say what they wanted to say. They were, of
course, in an unnatural situation which affected their
behavior, but this is not necessarily an obstacle to
getting at the true nature of things. The problem of
camera presence altering the reality it presents in a
documentary film is often an issue in the news media today
and has been an issue among documentary filmmakers for 20
years. Erik Barnouw describes two groups of filmmakers,
those in the "Direct Cinema" group including Robert Drew,
Richard Leacock, Dom Pennebaker, the Maysles brothers,
and Fredrick Wiseman and those in the "Cinema Verite"
group as typified by Jean Rouch.
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Rouch maintained that the presence of the
camera made people act in ways truer to
their nature than might otherwise be the
case. Thus he acknowledged the impact of
the camera, but instead of considering it
a liability, looked on it as a valuable
catalytic agent, a revealer of inner truth
(p. 253).
The direct cinema documentarist took his
camera to a situation of tension and waited
hopefully for a crisis; the Rouch version
of cinema verite tried to precipitate one.
The direct cinema artist aspired to in
visibility; the Rouch cinema verite artist
was often an avowed participant. The
direct cinema artist played therole of
uninvolved bystander; the cinema verite
artist espoused that of provocateur.
Direct cinema found its truth in events
available to the camera. Cinema verite
was committed to a paradox: that artificial
circumstances could bring hidden truth to
the surface (pp. 254-255).
The artificial circumstances of standing before a
large, ominous motion picture camera under intense lights
while obscure technical procedures are being followed,
all the while knowing that what you say will be permanently
recorded, will certainly affect how someone behaves. It
is a heightened or intensified experience which can cause
tilings to be covered up. But all of these actions have
their own integrity and meaning. I am not interested in
denying the presence of the medium but rather in accepting
it as a means of picturing reality through which new
observations or connections can be made and felt. And
this use of the medium, for me, most certainly includes
editing. In the conclusion to his book, Barnouw notes
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that the essential task for the documentary filmmaker breaks
down into two steps.
. . . as Vertov defined it, to capture
"fragments of actuality" and combine them
meaningfully ... as Grierson put it,
"the creative treatment of actuality."
Such formulations stress two functions:
(1) recording (of images and sounds)
and (2) interpretation (p. 287).
I wanted to gather specific content that was to a good
extent outside of my control (capture "fragments of actu
ality") and edit freely the images and sounds ("inter
pretation" ) .
The documentarist, like any communicator
in any medium makes endless choices. He
selects topics, people, vistas, angles,
lenses, juxtapositions, sounds, words.
Each selection is an expression of his
point of view, whether he is aware of it
or not, whether he acknowledges it or not
(pp. 287-288).
I acknowledge the subjectivity involved here. Indeed
it is a crucial part of the films. As the editor of these
films there is no attempt to deny the extensive manipulation
present in the entire process. I leave in the obvious
camera presence long takes, camera-eye contact--and cut
and structure the films in an obvious way jump cuts,
repetitions of sound not to distort actuality or deceive
an audience, but when I'm successful, to reveal people,
their feelings, their relationships, in a way that might
otherwise be impossible.
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Procedure
The procedure outlined in the proposal is somewhat
naive in regard to the cohesive functioning of a thesis
board and what demands upon their time a statement like
"thoroughly discuss and analyze" implies. This project
is three and one half years old now and I am quite appre
ciative that the members of my board have stuck by me
so long. My contact with board members was more often
on an individual basis because of the complexity of ar
ranging interlock screenings with five schedules to shuffle,
one being the schedule of the screening facility. In the
long run this has been a fine way to operate. I feel I
have gotten better use of the diverse opinions of my
board members.
This thesis report will not contain formal statements
of premise for the films or evaluations of the films
because they were never developed in the sense implied
by the proposal. What follows will be my own "after the
fact" discussions of each film along with supporting
documents, scripts and notes.
SPOT
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The initial motivation to make Spot had nothing to do
with my thesis obligation. It proceeded esthetically out
of ideas involving still photos arranged in sequence or
series and practically out of a desire to produce a new
work for a screening of films I was invited to give by
White Ox Films, a Rochester area film group. Most of the
films to be screened were Super 8mm productions. There was
one multi-projection 16mm piece with musical accompaniment,
but my desire at this time was to make a 16mm synchronous
sound film.
I entered the MFA photography program as a still photo
major, but I have always had an interest in film and the
first "serious" pictures I ever took were with an 8mm movie
camera. In some of my still photo series, 8mm movie frames
were the source of the images which I enlarged in groups or
singly onto
16" x
20" color paper. A related idea was to
alternate still photos and moving photos in a gallery
display format. The still photos were to be enlargements
of motion picture frames and the movie images between the
stills would fill in all the frames between the first still
and the second, the second and the third, and so on. The
crux of the idea was that on viewing just the stills in
order one narrative could be seen, but when the moving
segments were projected between the stills a contradictory
meaning would appear.
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A simpler idea was to set up a rear projection system
which used a screen mounted to look like a matted and framed
photograph. The plan was to be deceptive using an image
with little motion such as a person's face quietly staring
back at the viewer.
I made some tests on black and white 16mm film running
the camera for 25 seconds with one or two people in the
frame. This proved too short a time to sustain or develop
interest in the person being photographed or in the situa
tion of someone just standing in front of a camera.
By the time I did a longer test, a full 100 foot spool
of film running about 3 minutes (with much more interesting
results), my desire to make a movie in the conventional
format had become stronger than my desire to construct
complex gallery artifices. A 16mm film production course
had perked my interest in synchronous sound filmmaking and
particularly in the technical procedure for handling the
film and sound materials while editing.
About this same time I met filmmaker Bill Rowley and
saw some of his short "avant-garde" films. He said that one
description of the way he worked was simply trying to dis
cover with each film a new way to approach the task. It
could be a new interface between camera and subject, an in
tuitive, mathematical or sculptural approach to editing or
a relationship between picture and sound. It was a way
21
of seeing what the medium could bear in a controlled and
systematic way.
So, the elements that seemed to come together for the
production of the film Spot were a technical desire to make
a 16mm synchronous sound film, an interest in the human face
alone as a visual image, an approach to the task that was
systematic and controllable and perhaps most importantly
a production deadline: my screening date.
The plan developed. The person in the film would talk,
providing not just a face but a bit of self, personality and
character as well as the sound of their voice. A conver
sation would be more interesting than a monologue so two
pwople would be good. But what two people do I know who
would be good for this? I needed people who had visually
interesting faces, people whose facial gestures were ex
pressive, durable. I needed people who would not just talk
but say something interesting while standing alone in front
of a camera and tape recorder. I chose Joyce Culver and
Connie Evans for these reasons and also because they had
a close friendship and the intimate personal interaction
they had would probably come across in their conversation
on film as it did in my every day acquaintance with them.
They were, simply put, interesting people.
The procedure for shooting was that each woman would
talk for 2^ minutes. I would end up with four shots,
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two with sync sound and two silent and I could get all of
this on one roll of film. Very controlled, very economical.
Since there was no discussion between Joyce, Connie and
me as to what they would say, I was a bit apprehensive as
the start of filming approached. To make the film more
than a technical exercise I was completely dependent upon
Joyce and Connie to bring that something extra to the film.
My approach was to take the risk, rely on the tension of the
moment and my faith in them to pull it off for me. My plan
was to rely on what they said as the guide to how I would
edit. So beyond this general conception of what I wanted
to do I had nothing to fall back on but what they said.
Connie decided to speak first. She had something in
mind and proceeded to tell a story based on the facts of the
past couple days. Joyce had become ill and gone to Connie's
apartment for solace and care. Connie's cat, Spot, also
helped care for Joyce and as was Connie's custom in telling
stories about Spot, the cat took on some quite human char
acteristics. She seemed to have the story well worked out
and it concluded just as the 2| minutes were up.
I had decided to have the person who was not on camera
seated just to one side of the camera lens and gave them
instructions to prompt the person on camera if they were
having trouble get Ling started or sustaining their mono
logue. As Joyce took her turn she was a bit more hesitant
and shy. Joycfi had in fact been ill the past few days
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and this showed in her temperament. Finally after a few
false starts she decided to continue the story that Connie
had begun about how Spot helped take care of her when she
was sick. As soon as Joyce made that decision, starting
with the key phrase, "the cat is a personification of
Connie," I knew I had the content that would sustain the
type of cutting I wanted to try in the film. Structurally,
Connie's fanciful story would sustain the narrative flow of
the film while Joyce's qualifications would serve to refer
ence Connie's story back to reality and into the nature of
their friendship.
An entry in my notebook under the heading Verbal Con
tent reads: "This is the basis for cutting. The pacing
will be determined based on the words. Spacing between
segments will be filled with non-speaking portraits."
This is pretty much what I did, although another priority
was to experiment with the sync sound editing process. I
wanted to see what would happen if both women talked at the
same time, how seeing the voices in sync with the picture
would attract attention to that voice. I wanted to see how
words in sync or words repeated would emphasize statements,
or just how many ways I could cut the faces one with another
or one face back onto itself.
Technically, I had the film processed and workprinted.
I had two copies of the sound transferred from J inch
original tape to 16mm magnetic film. I sent the workprint
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and both copies of the sound to be code numbered. I thus
had inked numbers every 40 frames so that I could easily
identify which bit of picture synched up with which bit
of sound.
I transcribed Joyce's and Connie's stories onto paper.
I then rewrote, shuffled, their monologues into a more con
versational form with one narrative/poetic flow. This
longhand version was then transferred into a third form
with three columns. One column for each woman's voice and
a third which was filled in with what visuals I thought
appropriate, a face in sync with the voice, a silent face,
a face out of sync, one woman's face or the other's, what
ever. The third document was my working script during
editing and it became necessary to add overlays to each
page as the final cutting decisions were being made.
Copies of these documents appear at the end of this section.
The longhand reordering of the original transcript is,
with a few minor changes, the sound track of the finished
film. Since the verbal structure was predetermined, I
cut the sound tracks first and then filled in the picture.
I was interested in the musicality of the film's pacing and
the rhythms of picture and sound was determined on the
cutting bench. After I had finished cutting the first
time through, I realized that the film's tempo was too
even. What I needed to do was make the slow parts slower
25
and the intense parts more intense. This eliminated some of
the monotony in the cutting.
One observation made after the premier screening was
that I cut the voices in the film to my own speech patterns.
That seems entirely plausible based on the way I worked
laying out the dialogue. I would use an internal cadence
as a rhythmic base or actually speak along with the existing
lines and then, after intuiting the proper length pause, I
would speak the new line and mark where it should be cut
into the track.
What I like about Spot is that it is usually better on
a second and third viewing. There is enough going on and
what's going on is complex enough Cor ambiguous enough)
to be taken in different ways.
The segments of the film are very apparent to me. In
some I was obviously trying something technical and all
that remains after repeated viewings is my own acknowledg
ment of the technical attempt made. These segments are not
very successful. It is during the central part of the film
I tend most to see these divisions of attempted technique.
I find the opening of the film delightful as Joyce
and Connie slowly introduce themselves and the situation,
and as the film introduces the complexity of its presenta
tion. But it is the last few minutes of the film that are
my favorites. The sequence where Joyce describes going
to the doctor features just her. She'll give a line
26
and then the film will cut to a different silent shot of her
in which she'll mug the camera or just be instantly in a
different posture. There is something psychological in
this structure. It's like seeing into the different facets
of someone's identity or seeing in short order the exterior
person who says something and the interior private person
who reacts to what they have said, perhaps criticizing or
perhaps just daydreaming.
The section which follows is one featuring just Connie
during the climax of her story when Spot falls and loses
her stripes. I am constantly fascinated by the complex
braiding of sound, picture and story. Elements from the
earlier part of Connie's story are repeated in this segment
and come bubbling to the surface to be suddenly in sync
with her picture as the new story elements seem to circle
around and repeat and reappear. The visuals keep cutting
from Connie to Connie to Connie and with the complexity
of the sound track there sometimes seem to be about three
Connies existing simultaneously.
This segment ends and the two women unite for the
films' conclusion. Connie finishes her fantastic tale,
having sewn two of Spot's missing stripes back in place,
as Joyce counters with the mundane yet amazing description
of the reading material she found in her doctor's waiting
room.
27
There are elements to the film which draw you in and
others which enforce a distance. At times the women are
integral within the body of the film and the workings of
the filmic movement. At other times they are left out.
When I get them into it the film works.
Transcripts
Handwritten from Original Sound Recordings
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RAGNAROK
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I got the idea for this film while driving in a car
in north central Pennsylvania. The original idea was
to have people two, three, many, I don't remember read
the text of a story on camera. I would line up the sound
tracks of the readings at the first word of the story and
just run the sound letting it fall where it may, the fastest
reader finishing first and the slowest reader last. Vis
ually I would cut at will among the readers.
That's not the film that got made but the problem that
prevented it is one that haunted this entire production and
still exists within the finished film. How important is
the story itself vs. the presentation of the story in film
form?
I was clearly interested in film form and wanted to
continue with the techniques of cutting and structure I
had developed with Spot . I also wanted to set up new
limitations. Working with preexisting literary material
was the major one. Why? In retrospect because it elim
inated two variables. One: the verbal content of the film
was known before filming and hence one of the most influ
ential structural guidelines determined. Two: the readers
had no personal stake in reading other than superficial
performance. Hence they were neutralized, providing less
of themselves as full personalities and more their services
as narrators, and if you will, fodder for the cutting bench.
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By limiting the people in this way I was making my job
more difficult. By using existing literature, potentially
easier .
The Spot footage contained a wealth of personal
behavior compared to the Ragnarok footage. The women in
Spot were speaking extemporaneously and emotionally. They
made eye contact with the camera quite often and moved
casually within the frame. This sort of behavior in
Ragnarok was sparse and caused my analysis of the footage
to be extremely detailed. Every bit of eye contact, every
shift of stance, tilt of a head counted. The behavior I
filmed for Ragnarok was three people reading; people reading
the same story, aloud, in front of a camera. This behavior,
with Borges' words, I hoped would be enough; enough to make
a film more intense than Spot , tighter in cutting, in
rhythm, in flow. But a film that could also exploit the
richness of
Borges' ideas. So why Borges, and why his
"Ragnarok"?
I was taking an independent study on the 20th century
novel and Borges was on the reading list. I was intrigued
with the completeness and uniqueness of the worlds he
created in each of his stories. The little reading I did
of published criticism of
Borges'
work confirmed the
complexity I sensed in his stories. This quote is from
L. A. Murillo's The Cyclical Night, Irony in James Joyce
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and Jorge Luis Borges (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1968).
He is everywhere clear, concise. The
ideas are never obscure; what they point
to, what they constitute, often is.
And later:
Borges can condense, and therefore intensify
and dramatize, the exposition of massive
intellectual and imaginative questions
on a few hallucinatory pages.
The particular interest I had in film form led me to
eliminate much of what is common in a film's visual pre
sentation. What is taught in film classes is also what
Borges does: condense, intensify, dramatize. I was sub
stituting
Borges'
use of these elements (within the verbal
form of his stories) for their counterparts in filmic form
and structure (as they would normally appear in the visual
composition of shots and the normal variation of shots
constructed in editing). Again from The Cyclical Night,
Borges is found "expressing multiple, conflicting meanings."
And I was developing a structure in conflict with conven
tional film styles.
I wanted a story rich in visually evocative verbal
imagery. "Ragnarok" contained this. The story is a dream,
instantly evoking that subconscious visual sense. The
setting is described: a university near the bajo, a
gathering of intellectuals at sundown. Into this setting
come the gods of old, not described in their Olympian
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tradition but in a degenerate state. The visuals in the
film show none of this. All that is seen are three people
reading the tale. There are no costumes, no sets, and few
theatrical gestures relating directly to the story. There
is certainly a conflict between what is perceived through
Borges'
words and what is perceived through the films'
imagery, through watching the behavior of these three
readers.
This seemed like an appropriate presentation for
Borges'
story. It is not a simple presentation of his
words. It does not make the story's meaning more clear
or more accessible. Rather, it adds to the complexity
of the story in several ways.
One is the way the readers function like a Greek
Chorus, the narrators of ancient Greek dramas, commentators
who remained close to the action. This seems like an
appropriate form for this tale of the Olympians' demise
and is developed as the readers gradually become seen as
actual observers/participants in the events of the story.
They say they are describing a dream or analyzing the
nature of dreams, but by the end they seem more like
effectors of the events in this tale which will have
resonance into their waking reality.
Another complicating element was the effort to preserve
the story-telling nature of the written work by letting
the images of the story remain directly connected to
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their origins in language. The conflict is that in film
any image on the screen dominates. Any image evoked by
words is in conflict with images seen. When someone tells
you a story while you're standing on a street you can
stare at the side walk, look at the other person, watch
passers-by or more likely put your visual perceptions on
hold as your eyes move unfocused and unthinking from area
to area. Thus the speaker's story and the images it evokes
become the dominant perception as the story unfolds. But
it is much more difficult to put your visual perceptions
on hold when viewing a film. Watching Roy Greer, Bernice
Dubin and Juan Chavarria on the screen prohibits Borges'
images from settling easily into the brain. The visual
images of the narrators interfere with the images of the
narrative .
Now I 'm very interested in this film. Interested in
the problems and the conflicts it creates. It is an uneasy
event. As a film, a visual piece and a temporal piece, it
is about the behavior of three readers within the editorial
and structural rhythms created by the editor, me, who was
guided by the structural and lyrical events of Jorge Luis
Borges'
story
"Ragnarok." The behavior of the readers was
left up to the readers, the images of the story are left
to Borges (in English translation, of course) and the
filmic presentation of these things is all mine.
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The procedure for filming was similar to that used
for Spot. Each reader took their turn before the camera.
The camera and tape recorder were started and the slate
taken. After one minute of silent waiting I gave a cue
to begin reading. The story took about three minutes to
read and at the end I told each person that I would let
the camera run for about one additional minute before
turning it off. I shot a total of 15 minutes of film,
5 minutes per reader.
The readers were variously prepared. Roy and Bernice
had received the story several days before filming and had,
I believe, at least skimmed the story. I gave them no
mandate to prepare and left it up to them whether or not
to rehearse their reading. Juan Chavarria was a sudden
substitution when the scheduled third reader decided not
to participate. Juan sight-read the story.
Roy's reading seemed the most prepared, the most
theatrical. Bernice was the most constant or placid in
her presentation. Juan was the most insecure because of
the sight reading although this proved no problem and as
I had hoped provided some unique twists as Juan was sur
prised by the story.
In selecting these people I obviously wanted a unique
visual look from each. Plus I knew each would be reason
ably confident in front of the
camera. Roy is an excellent
photographer. Bernice has been one of Roy's prime subjects
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for many years. Juan is a graphic designer who knows how
the camera controls its subject and how the subject can
challenge back.
The separation between shooting and editing that I was
trying to maintain during the thesis was certainly existent
at this point and for a time I was unsure what the final
form of this film would be. In the context of the thesis
the question was how big a step to take from Spot. Should
I just adapt the cutting style to the new content of Borges'
story and the three readers or should I see if an entirely
new structure was possible? The film for Ragnarok was shot
in December of 1978. The formal cutting of the film began
in October of 1979. I had lots of time to mull over this
questions as I went about earning a living shooting and
editing some documentary style video.
Some of the initial reactions I received to the
original footage of the readers were that perhaps I should
expand the project and film many more readers or that I
should ignore the literary content on the footage and cut
the words abstractly, playing to the personalities of the
readers. I reacted against these suggestions because I
really wanted to preserve
Borges'
story relatively close
to its original form. I didn't want to distort Borges'
content. I wanted to provide filmic content that combined
or conflicted with his to create something new. One
suggestion I took to heart was that if by the end of
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the film I could get the sense of the people in the film
being the ones who killed the gods rather than just people
telling of others who killed the gods then the film would
be a success and add filmic content to Borges' story.
The original structural intent was to allow all three
readings to occur simultaneously on the sound track, to
play as they may. I would merely juggle the pictures to
get the desired rhythm or best visual impact for each
phrase or section of the story. But what I felt was called
for at this point was not such an arbitrary sound track,
but rather, as with Spot , a precise working of the words
for theatrical or dramatic effect. The same should be done
with the picture. A quote from my notebook:
The feeling gotten was to use the words,
meticulously edit them as with Spot for
rhythm, flow, emphasis, and meaning. To
allow the picture to take care of itself,
avoiding the pitfalls of Spot : overcutting.
Use longer takes of individuals, play for
emphasis of gesture to enhance meaning,
rhythm to build tensions, rhythmic cutting
to create flow.
Before I committed myself to this procedure I tried
a few things. The footage was at this time all on one
picture roll and one sound roll, each reader reading the
complete story one after the other. I recut the sound
onto three rolls using additional copies of the sound
of each reading so that when any one person was seen
on the screen I could listen to the other two people
reading. In two of the readings I lined up the first
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words of the story, in the third reading I lined up the
last word so that all of the stories ended together.
I showed this version to a few people to get some
reactions. Some were encouraging as if there was some merit
in a longwinded form such as this for the finished film.
But there was another reaction that had little to do with
the form of the footage that sent me finally back to my
original plan for editing. The problem was human contact.
The fact that the readers were really reading meant
there was little eye contact and limited gesture or movement
within the frame. In comparison to Spot these elements were
nearly absent. The result was, that regardless of what I
did formally, I would have difficulty gaining access to the
people in the film through eye contact, through personality.
Another quote from my notebook:
What this has led me to decide is that I
must work as I did in Spot milking the
footage for all its worth and again the
words take a precedence over picture.
I'm going for a flow and going for the
pictures that are the most personalbe,
gesture, eye contact, development of
theme and ideas. Use the structure
of the parable.
The procedural difference in the way I cut Ragnarok
as compared to Spot is that the picture was cut along with
the sound rather than the sound being cut first. Everything
developed together with either picture or sound serving
as the next developmental element. The pages from my
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editing notebook which appear at the end of this section
give a good idea of the detail involved in the cutting.
The dilemmas present in the finished film are many.
In one context they can prevent easy access to the film
and in another they are what the film is about. I'm
sometimes perplexed, sometimes fascinated. I know the
Borges story so well at this point I 'm not sure how the
film provides access to it. But I'm constantly pleased
with the overall tightness of the form. Particularly,
after I haven't seen the film for awhile, I can be quite
amazed. In between I can simple puzzle.
Editing Notes
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(^Suddenly we were stunned by the clamor of
a demonstration or disturbance. Human and
animal cries came from the Bajo. A voice
shouted><"Here they come!" and then "The Gods!
The Gods!" *Four or five individuals emerged
from the mob and occupied the platform of
the main lecture hall. >^e all applauded,
tearfully; these were theN^ds returning
after a centuries-long exiled Made large"?
by the platform, their heads thrown back
and their chest^thrust forward, they
arrogantly recieved our homage.^One held
a branch which no doubt conformed to the
simple botany cf dreams; another, in a
broad gesture, extended his handswhich was
a claw; one of the faces of Janus looked
with distrust at the curved back of Thoth.
Perhaps aroused by our applause, one of
them--l "no longer know wh i ch--erupted in a
victorious clatter ,0unbel i evably harsh, with
something of a gargle and of a whistled
From that moment ., th i nqs changed.
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g) It all began with the suspicion (perhaps
exaggerated) that the Gods did not know how
to talk. Centuries of fell and fugitive
life had atrophied the human element in them;
the moor, of Islam and the cross of flame ha
been hTi^ma^l^rrt^
low foreheads^ yellow teeth, stringy mulatto
or Chinese mustaches and thick bestial lips&
showed the degeneracy of the Olympian
1 i neac,e .($ The i r clothing corresponded not
to a decorous poverty but rather to the
sinister luxury of the gambling houses and
brothels of the Bajo. A carnation bled
crimson in a lapel and the bulge of a knife
was outlined beneath a close fitting jacket.
Suddenly we sensed that they were playing
their last card,^that they were cunning,
|Tgnorant and cruel like old beasts of prej^
and that, if we let ourselves be overcome
by fear or pity, they would finally destroy
us
(?) We took out our heavy revolvers (all of
a sudden there were revolvers in the dream-X^y^l
a n d iovfuUykille fffthe Gods. f, y^ ^Vj^>
*5
^PS
?<^sjiyk P*f
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Jorge L u i s- B o r g e s .tU^k k, ~,*f^ fe~->*- - ajF
n our dreams, (.writes.- Coleridge) images.
represent sensat i ons we think they
cause; we do not feel horror because. we
are threatened by a sphinx; we dream of
a sphinx in order to explain th e horror
we feel. If this is so, how could a mere
^chronicle of its forms transmit the stupor,
-the exaltation, the alarm, the menace and
the jubilance which made up the fabric
of that dream that n i ght y I shall attempt
such a chronicle, however; perhaps the
fact that the dream was composed of one
single scene may remove or mitigate this
e s s e n t i a_L difficulty.
k) The place was the School of Philosophy
and Letters ;frthe time, toward sundown.
Everyth i ng )^as ^usually happens in dreams)
was so_mewhaj^cl if fer_ent_;Xa slight magnification
~We were electing officials:
I was talking with Pedro Henrfquez Urena.
who in the world of wak i nq reality died
many years ago^
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g)Suddenly we were stunned by the clamor of
a demonstration or disturbance. Tluman and
animal cries came from the BajoT^ A voice k*?^
shouted "Here they come!" and then /"The Gods !
The Gods!" Four or five individuals emerged
from the mob and occupied the platform of
the main lecture hall. We all applauded,
tearfully; t4=!-e-s-e--4tfH'*-e---44Te-^
-a^ftBiCL--a--nTeTFt4di^^ Made larger
by the platform, their heads thrown back
and their chestk: thrust f orwartS they k_
arrogantly recieved our homaqeUfyOne held
a branch which no doubt conformed to the
simple botany of dreams; another, in a
broad gesture, extended his hand which was
a claw: one of the faces of Janus looked
with distrust at the curved back of Thoth.
Perhaps aroused by our applause, one of
them--j no longer know wh i ch--erupted in a
victorious clatter, unbelievably harsh, with
something of a gargle and of a
^<From that moment_t_-t.n i ngs changed.^ ^^
I
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(J^rl t a 1 l^^eglTn^AMtn^The susp i c i on^(_perhaps
exaggerated) that the Gods did not know how
to talk.^Centuries of fell and fugitive
life had atre-phied the human element in them;
the mocn of Islam and the cross of Rome had
been i mplacable/ with these outlaws.. Verv
low f or ehe^ds./yellow teeth, strjjngS/ifriuiat to
or Chinese mustaches and thick bestial lips
showed the degeneracy of the Olympian
1 i neage .Q)The i r clothing corresponded not
to a decorous poverty but rather to the
sinister luxury of the gambling houses and
brothels of the Bajo. A carnation bled
crimson in a lapel and the bulge of a knife
was outlined beneath a close-fitting jacket.
Suddenly we sensed that they were playing
V/
their last card, that they were c u n n i n.q .
^ gnorant and cruel
like old beasts of prey
and that, if we let ourselves be overcome
by fear or pity;Tthey would finally destroy
us.
Is -2-'J
(?) We took out our heavy revolvers x(all of
a sudden there were revolvers in the dream)
and joyfully kjlled the Godjg. (y^^-V
prdu v^f uo)-s<- ^I^Lis - 5*-k *J -r*- "k-oi ^ &f.
Sy^> /s.e S*.l*~~ CV^SUUsAV
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^In our dreams, (wr it.es- Coler idge)
images."
tEQ
represent the:. sen sat i ons we think they
c a LLse : we do not feel horror because, we
are threatened by a sphinx; we dream of...,
a sphinx in order to explain the horror
feel. If this is so, how could a mere
chronicle of its forms transmit the stupor,
$:the exaltation, the alarm, the menace and
the jubilance which made up the fabric
of that dream that night?/ I shall
such a chronicle, however; perhaps the
fact that the d.-eam was composed of one
single scene ^ay remove or mitigate this
essential d i f f i culty .
f >.
jy The place was the School of Philosophy
and Letters; the time, toward sundown. v .,
EvB-KvtloJn-er'fa-^r'ireljir^^ ktdr earns)
w^k^emre^iriF'^^ a slight magnification
altered things. We were electing officials:
I was talking with Pedro Henr 1 quez Qrena ,
_^_^
who in the world of waking real i tySfd i ed_ IQV3
many years ago.
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()Suddenly we were stunned by the clamor of
a demonstration or disturbance. Human and
animal cries came from the JU jp. A voice
shouted "Here they come !" (^nH^^^n) "The Gods
The Gods!"yftFour or five individuals emerged
from the mob and occupied the platform of
the main lecture hall. We all applauded.
tearfully^ these were the Gods returning
after a centuries-long exile. Made larger!^*
by the platform, their heads thrown back
and their chestsy&hrust forward,, they
arrogantly recieved our homage\^?0ne held
a branch which no doubt conformed to the
simple botany of dreams; another, in a Qs*t&p
broad gesture, extended his hand which was
a claw; one cf the faces of Janus looked
with distrust at tne curved back o f JHto t h .
Perhaps aroused by our applause, one of
them-- I jio .know.wh-i-ch--erupted in a
victorious clatter, unbel i e v a b 1y_hajisji , with
something of a gargle and of a whistle.
From that moment, thjnqs changed.
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g) It all began with the suspicion (perhaps
exaggerated) that the Gods did not know how
to talk .^_2_Centur i es of fell and fugitive
life had atrophied the human element in them;
the moon of Islam and the cross of Rome had
been i grpi^^a^s^wjjtj] these outlaws. Very
l_ow foreheads., yellow teeth, stringy mulatto
or Chinese mustaches and thick bestial lj_p_s__
showed the degeneracyf the Olympian \(:\\^A
1 i neageAr .heir clothing corresponded not
to a decorous poverty but rather to the
j^i. nister luxury of the gambling houses and
brothels of the Bajo. A carnation bled
crimson in a lapel and the bulge of a knife
was outlined ceneath a close fitting jacket.
Suddenly we sensed that they were playing
their last card, that they were cunning,
ignorant and cruel like old beasts of prey
and that, if we let ourselves be overcome
by fear or pity, they would finally .destroy
us^
(?) We took out our hea^vy revolvers (all of
a sudden there wereQrevolvers in the dream)
and joyfully killed the Gods.
-t-a-i_s_
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David L. Camochan
4571 River Boad, Apt. C
Scottsvllle, New York, 145*1-6
November 30, 1979
Permissions Department
New Directions Publishing Company NEW ADDRE^:
353~Ayeaueof tho-Aner-lcag 80 EIGHTH
A'v'L.
New York j-New-Xor-lt^ 100J.it ;sjew YORK., N. Y.
tuOil
Dear Sirs:
I am a graduate student In filmmaking at Rochester Institute
of Technology. My thesis consists of a series of short
films one of which Is entitled Ragnarftk In which the
Jorge Luis Borges parable RagnarSk Is read In full.
The translation of the story I used was obtained from
Labyrinths , Selected Stories and Other Writings, by Jorge
Luis Borges, edited by Donald A. Yates and James E. Irby,
New Directions Publishing Company, New York, copyright
1962 and 1964.
The film Is not a theatrical film, It Is not a dramatization
of the story, but Is produced specifically for my thesis
and may be submitted to regional film competitions. It
Is non-commercial and Involves complex and experimental
sound and picture editing of three readings of the parable.
I am requesting permission to use the title Ragnargk and
the full text of the story. The film will credit RagnarSk
as a story by Jorge Luis Borges. If It Is necessary to
Include any addition Information please notify me.
Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely;
kk
David L. Carnochan
. fo Dec. 11,1979
Permission Granted : aaie
upon receipt of the signed letter copy included.
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NEW
DIRECTIONS
Publishing Corporation
80 Eighth Avenue
New York City 10011
AL 5-0230 Cable: Newbooks
December 11, 1979
Mr. David L.Carnochan
l+571Eiver Road, Apt. C
Scottsville, New York 114-51+6
Dear Mr. Carnochan:
With your signature below in the indicated plase on the copy of this
letter, and same letter returned to New Directions, this will stand as
an agreement between your good self and New Directions whereby we grant
you permission to base a short film on Jorge Luis
Borges'
story
"Ragnarok"
to be presented as part of your thesis in filmmaking at the Rochester
Institute of Technology. This permission is granted on the folbwing
conditions:
A credit to the author, to the book LABYRINTHS, to the story
itself and to the translator, James E.Irby, as well as to New
Directions,must appear with the film, as must the copyright notice:
Copyright @ 1962 by NewDirections.
The authorization for the use of this story in the film is granted
only for presentation of your thesis and for possible non-commercial
film competitions. If any commercial distribution is planned for
the film a further permission must be obtained not only from New
Directions,but from the Argentinian publisher who controls the basic
rights in the work of Borges.
AGREED. iWyU^VrrTrrr. . \7-.\ ! .V.7f
Sincerely yours,
Else Albrecht-Carrie (Mrs.)
Permissions Editor
{Ctf
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David L. Carnochan
4571 River Road, Apt. C
Scot'tsvllle, New York, 14546
U.S.A.
el 29 de dlclembre, 1979
Carlos V. Frlas, director
Emece Edltores
Carlos Pellegrlne
IO69
Buenos Aires, 1009
Argentina
Estlmados senores:
Soy un estudlante graduado de film que les escribo a ustedes por
parte de la senora Albrecht-Carrle del Editorial New Directions
de Nueva York. Con esta carta pldo permlso para televlsar ml
film ingle's tltulado Ragnarok que contlene una lectura del cuento
traducldo de "Ragnarbk" de Jorge Luis Borges.
Hlce el film como parte de ml tesls para el tftulo M.F.A. de
la Unlversldad de Tecnologfa de Rochester, Nueva York, E.E.U.U.
La traducclon que uso es de James E. Irby de la edlclon
Labyrinths del Editorial New Directions. El film no es un drama
nl una produccion teatral del cuento de Borges si no es un film
de una estructura corta y una tecnico experimental. Con el
film busco un nuevo uso tecnico y artlstlco del vehiculo
clnemat&grafo, (en este lnstante por el uso del cuento de
Borges). New Directions ya me dlo permlso para usar el cuento
y su tftulo en el contexto escolatlco de ml tesls maestral en
los Artes. Claro se dara credlto Justlflcado.
Ahora me encuentro con la poslbllldad de poder televlsar ml
film de clnco mlnutos en los canales publicos de la television
norteamerlcana. Estos canales son experlmentales y sin
anunclos comerclales. El film aparecera dos veces por poca
ganancia mla, unos 395.00 el mlnuto. As! es que habra poca
ganancla personal.
Pudleran ustedes mandarme el permlso necesario para el uso
no-excluslvo del cuento "Ragnarok" como se lee en ml film
para la television. Se agradece mucho su lnmedlata atenclon
al asunto. El dla 31 de enero senala el Gltlmo dfa de entrego
de films para la proxima temporada de la televlslSn.
Muchisimas graclas por su conslderaclSn.
Atentamente,
w
David L. Carnochan
tel. (716) 889-1485
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EMECE EDITORES
Buenos Aires, enero 28 de 1980
Sr. David L. Carnochan
4571 River Road, Apt. C
Scottsville, New York 14546
U. S. A.
De nuestra consideracich:
Acusamos recito de su carta de fecha
29 de dicienbre pxo. pasado, que recien hoy llega a nuestra editorial,,
Le coinunicainos que el Sr Carlos Frlas
se halla ausente hasta fines del ires de febrero, por la tanto le pedimos nos rec
tifique su pedido en esa fecha, si es que atm esti a tiempo para la entrega de
films.
Sin otro particular, saludamos a usted
rauy atentaroente
e/eCE) EdlTOBES SSA.
'
U MAURI
Carlos Pellegrini 1069 - 9? Piso
- (1009) Buenos Aires, Argentina
Tclefoncs: 31-4710/4906 Cables: Ernece/Baires
M EM AW
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And what would the third film of this thesis be?
I had no idea until the idea leaped onto the scene.
My sister Susan has an interest in dance and acting.
She once told me I should make a film so she could be in
it. That was in the back of my mind when my grandfather,
Samuel C. Linton, died in September of 1979. So during a
conversation with a friend in October, when I realized the
mistake of not having at least tape recorded some of my
grandfather's memories of growing up in rural Maryland and
Virginia in the early 20th century, the need to make this
film became suddenly clear. The subjects of the film
would be the mythic "farm" where I had visited so often
as a child; my sister, Susan Carnochan; my mother, Emily
Linton Carnochan; and my surviving grandmother, Emily
Linton, "Memaw. "
Memaw was 88 years old at this point. Whereas my
grandfather,
"Mempop," had had a relatively lucid mind
and a failing body confined to a wheelchair,
Memaw'
s body
was holding up well but her mental orientation had been
deteriorating over the last five years. She was, in
layman's terms, senile.
I had hoped to make a preliminary trip to the farm
in November to see Memaw and assess what her condition
was and how I might go about shooting this film. This
trip became impossible due to my mother's insistence that
if I was going to make this film I should shoot it as soon
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as possible or it might never get done. Plans had begun
to have Memaw moved to a nursing home and if I waited be
yond Thanksgiving to shoot the film it would be far more
difficult to arrange, certainly in terms of having Memaw
on the farm.
I had to interrupt the editing of Ragnarok to prepare
for the filming. I had little idea of what to shoot other
than to focus on the three generations of women. The
concepts that I had worked with in Spot and Ragnarok were
influential since I wanted the Memaw film to be the third
in the thesis series. So the intent to film people in
closeups came along on the shoot with the emphasis of
filming people while they were talking. My mother and I
also coordinated a reading segment to be filmed. She dug
out several letters that Memaw had written to her in the
early 1960's that she and Susan would read on camera.
Somehow everyone arrived on the farm on Saturday
the 24th of November, including me with a car load of
film equipment, no simple matter to arrange on short
notice. I had asked my father to do the sound recording
and my mother's sister, Elizabeth Wallace, my Aunt Betty,
was also there and became a valuable assistant. Perhaps
the best thing to arrive that weekend was amazing November
weather. The day we filmed, the 25th, was mostly sunny,
calm and 75F. I knew I would have to film Memaw anyway
that I could and I had been expecting to do lots of
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shooting inside the house. The weather was the blessing
that made the exteriors with her possible and so much
easier than the restrictions of shooting indoors with
limited space and light.
I took 8 rolls, or 3200 feet of film with me.
Certainly a contrast to the 400 feet and 600 feet that
were used for Spot and Ragnarok but not a third as much
as most filmmakers would choose to shoot for a subject as
elusive as Memaw. So the formal approach to the shooting
of this film was as much a desire to be frugal as it was
to be consistent with the minimal shooting style of the
first two films.
We started the day filming with Memaw outside. As
we got through the first roll of film things were going
well. I was getting warmed up, my father was getting used
to the sound gear and Memaw was in better spirits than
she had been in for months. She was bright and talkative
but actually had no idea that she was being filmed. This
is one reason that she appears so naturally in the film
footage. She was beyond selfconsciousness.
The role I asked my mother and sister to take,
and also a role that my Aunt Betty took from off camera,
was to prompt Memaw to start talking and then let her go.
I again wanted to exert little control over the people I
was filming. My mother did make efforts to bring
Memaw' s
conversation around to
"reality" and at times she and Susan
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tried to contain Memaw' s physical movements for the benefit
of the camera. My intention was not to get natural, un
disturbed events onto film. I wanted to get these people
very directly in front of the camera and get them talking.
The filming process was the catalyst for the day's events
and we all served this procedure.
The major problem that day was the tape recorder .
After the first shot on the second roll of film and second
reel of tape my father stopped me to tell me that the tape
was not recording properly. The problem was that the tape
supply side spindle had lost tension and as the tape passed
between the pressure roller and the capstan it would ride
up, losing alignment with the record heads. That meant I
was not only losing audio quality but also sync-signal.
The solution was to apply finger tension to the supply
reel and monitor the audio quality and the sync-signal
indicator carefully. This my father did amazingly well
while Aunt Betty took over mic holding. I knew I had
lost sound for one shot and portions of others were
garbled. I was never sure if the tracking would be
accurate enough to get anything we were shooting easily
into sync with the picture. Things improved when we went
inside and could set the recorder down in a more studio
like setting and my father could work on his finger tension
technique.
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While Aunt Betty took Memaw for a walk to the woods
we had her sit in the same chair where Susan and Mom had
been reading. She was prompted from off camera to talk.
Rolls 3 and 4 were shot for these inside scenes.
The final two rolls shot that day were one each for
Mom and Susan. The light was starting to fade as Mom
took her turn on the front porch. By the time we finished
with Susan the one artificial light we had set up was
beginning to dominate the scene. Before they began their
monologues, the only directions they received from me
were to talk about the farm, about themselves or about
Memaw. The only questions I asked at all were asked
about two thirds of the way through the 10 minute rolls
of film. I asked my mother, "Why don't you talk about
the farm, now, today and this
weekend?" and of my sister,
"How does coming here this weekend fit into your
life?"
Full transcripts of the day's filming appear at the end
of this section following the editing notes.
It wasn't clear to me until a few days before we
filmed that in fact we would be filming on the last full
day Memaw would ever spend on the farm where she had in
fact lived her entire life. The next morning was a bit
cooler with wind and rapidly changing light
conditions.
While I was filming scenes of the farm, Aunt Betty, who
had stayed the night, and the live-in aide got Memaw
together and drove her off to the nursing home.
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I took one fleeting shot of the car heading down the drive
and disappearing into the woods. That was the last time
I saw Memaw alive.
One other incident that weekend involved Roy. There
had always been a dog on the farm, a large black Chesapeake
Bay retriever. The current Roy was perhaps the fourth in
my lifetime. During the filming and in the finished film,
Memaw keeps referring to Roy and at times calling for him.
He never appears. That weekend he was mysteriously absent.
In fact, after his disappearance that weekend, he never
returned.
Upon viewing the footage, the major technical error
was not sound but the shot of my mother reading the
letters. It was out of focus, just slightly, but too
soft to use. I was relieved that most of the sound
recordings were fine. A few lovely things were lost,
some lovely things salvaged and one scene that works
nicely with no sound at all. The scenes with sound
problems were ones in which Susan was accompanying Memaw
outside. So there was now an imbalance between the time
my mother was seen with Memaw and the time Susan was seen
with her. I also had a concern about Susan's monologue
which seemed to delve more specifically into her personal
life and didn't tie in directly to anything else in the
film. At one point I was considering cutting the film
without her in it. I was glad to get over that.
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The footage sat on the shelf even longer than th<
Ragnar5k footage. I didn't begin editing until February
of 1981. In the mean time I was able to screen the footage
for many people including most of my family. Before ed
iting I made a video copy of the uncut footage to have as
a family record.
Following this section of the thesis report there is
a selection of pages from my editing notebook. These
describe many of my thoughts while editing Memaw. What
follows is a list of some of the major items.
1) The basic structuring of the first section
of the film by using the simple alteration
of an exterior set shot of the farm with a
shot of Memaw.
2) The refinement of this section by adding the
repetitious sound elements under the set shots.
3) Varying the structural rhythm of the section
by inserting the silent shot of the three
women and the flowers.
4) The decision to eliminate the letter reading
based on technical problems, the growing
length of the film and the fact that it was
the least immediate event in the film.
5) The ordering of the film's last three shots:
the conclusion of my mother's personal speech
where she announces that Memaw is going into
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a nursing home tomorrow, the long scene with
Memaw in which she is asked if she likes
living at Holly Springs Farm and the final
spacious panning shot across many of the farm
buildings ending on the house.
6) The occurrence of Memaw' s death on March 9, 1981
in the midst of editing.
7) Falling back in times of need on my mother's
statement, "I think we'll appreciate very much
the experience we've had today in filming and
having a record of this particular day."
Some of these items are obvious in the editing notes.
Others are not.
Editing Notes
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Memaw, Holly Springs Farm November 1979
(\\\ Roll #1 Scene #1 '
" '6
4MemaWjN'ow how long . . . how long ya gonna stay? Your not
gonna take an hour are ya?
Emily Kent: Well, we're gonna be here all day.
M: Oh:.'
E.K. : John and I are.
M.xAnd, and I owe here and I ordered for a, thing, to go
here to eati
EK: Well we'll have lunch after a while.
M: Yeafc I mean it's John's Job I reckon, he said,
"are
you carrying the dog to the store with
you?"
and I said
"deed I'm not" and I went back and I said "Roy get on outa
here now"
EK Where Is Roy, Memaw?
*
M:: Right up here In this other by the fence.
EK: L haven't seen Roy.
M. 1Jha4- F~.^phriNBMwa
Ttrtt^nn-1wanwnwriw^si*
fr*ji.nt. me to -gn '
Look
at those pretty little
white things'.
EK: Yea, what are those?
Mi : Darlln'1.
EK:: they're chrlsanthlmums?
Ms ummm, No. It has
another name though, what Is It?
|eK, I thought those were chrlsanthlmums.
CUT
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\t\ Roll 1 Scene2 ' '^
|EK: Memaw, can you see that barn over there?
M: Yeah, deed I can.
EK: Yeah. Got any cows over there?
M: I don't know how many corns, no, I think they did all his
little first llttley up to up. to seventy sl...x, and a...
EK: Umhuh, calves an'all.
M: I hadn't touched 'em except the forty they usually ask about
the forty cents, and if they do It, and If they don't come why
It's a nothln' goln' a hurt It.
EK: Well how about the tabacco barn? Do you ever get up into
the tabacco barn any more?
M: Well what Is tlcamyblne?
EK: Tabacco? Bam.
M: Oh, .see, I ae Well you are Just In your own yellow
(gown^ cause you and the Sunday ga}/^ go on, dance.
I EK: Dance, (both laugh)
(cameramans voice)
M: Yeah, let's get, go on an" get in a hot place now.
EKu Yeah, youte a little chilly I think.
Mt ; Yeah, (E.K. inaudible) darn right coldf
r>s..t
Ek: Get you somewhere else;
M: Look at that stuff up there.
EK: Ohooh, we don't want to get down in front of that ugly thing.
IH^-j <t-.ivi\ 14sjuj__
CUT '
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(\3Wl 1 Scene 3 3 : 5"#
I?Aunt Betty: Got cows out ther?Mj Yeah, there are milk cows In here,-' what are there, five?'
Five momma cows and one papa cow. And six baby cows. And
(indeed/ or a cows name) he just had his breakfast. Had his five.
He had to have his.
AB: Have any horses?
M: Yeah, they're out In that felld. Right over there on the
other side* On the white side where the grass is.
AB.: What are the horses names? (M giggles) Rastus?
M: Raaastus. Rastus Is the green one. (EK: well...) and Frank
Is the boy, Frank Tlbbs works with 'em, he works when he does
sometimes, sometimes he dosen't. (giggle) But It has taken some
time you know, they play, then you have to watch. But now he's
dryln' out of his suitcase so he'll have the whole works I reckon.
Yeah, 1 could a put one or two potatoes In there, but that's all
right we can eat those tonight or tomorrow, Haha, don't have to
eat any tomatoes*
EK: You really like living at Holly Springs?
M: Oh my gosh, that's all I've lived, I've been here a, a hundred
years almost. It would be sort of, a surprizing If didn't show
up. And sorry, I mean, you
thinkln' that they can do a loWthlngs
that a, if she chooses to do 'em. There*s som'thln
real-
black"
went across there then. But I guess some of the men have red
horses. Dark, red some
do."
EK: I don't see anything. -
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Roll 1 Scene 3 cont*
M: Didn't? it was right over, right through here, I was
walkln'
along an' looked up. Pretty, he was one of those that were (ten ta
one) I was thlnkln' she had... but ya don't have to feel, ya feel
ya got to do it don't just, J\st...lf they want to laugh let
'em-
laugh, kick let 'em kick. Fly, fly, Roy wher are you. over..
he must a been over there in that felld. Roy, Roy Linton, up
on top there? No, well that's the cat. i . . . .Will you come
in now and get your wrinkles off?
EK: Wrinkles? Who has wrinkles? (laughter) You don't have any...
M: Nobody that I know.
Nol1
EK:: Nor Your wrinkles are beautiful, (laughter)
M: Well, Thank ye, now, hold my hand, make a
bow.
EK: Make a bow.
M: Yeah.] But that's a little melodlan,
huh?
EK: It's a tape recorder.
M:: Is it? Unhuh. well there (nice...)
EK:; Do you want to go in?
M: Huh?
EK:- Do you want to ge In?
M: I...Well...What... I was
just seeln' what they're
doin' you
want see?/
CUT
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yi/Roll 1 Scene k ^'^'
/ EKi * Ccme on kitty cat, her yllo caff, h#re kitty, kitty, kitty.
M: Well what are these white pieces over here? Look some are
more white ones bere.
EK: That's one of those old milk bottles that blew out there against
J;he fence,.
' il- '
M: OH. Oh, unhuh, unhuh. Well here we'reAfreezln' you to death.
Ek: No, this, this is fine. Just standing. Standing here Is
really good. Tell me Memaw, did you teach school? You used to
teach school?
M: Yes, I taught one country school, one year, a, at a time.
EK: : A one room school?
M: A one roc.ln, cause it's all.
EK: Do you have the Burgess boys?
M: The Burgesses came, a, sort a late,a, after they came old
enough to get lbng and he would go out and he wanted 'em, he
loved 'em. And he would get (Wedsney) .his ten cents or twelve
or fifteen cents. And I think he put enough down to get, a dollar.
Just around by the his cousins, they had biy families ^ Big girls
and girls and say "Oh I wish ray pig would send that I wlsft F
could, send my horse wasn't
hurt" and all that stufft-* So a they
ar* -thajf-. are- justbeen- happ-y^~
bereft* pYeffsed~"and happy, wofe, no*,
strldingi.nofe a., fussing, oc anything like that, they don't d<r It
at all. -,
EK: Did you teach over at the Holly Springs school?
M: No, no.
EK:: You Didn't?
1
, M: No.
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Roll 1 Scene k cont'
EK: That's where I went to school. First grade.
M: (mummbles)
EK: Holly Springs.
M: No, we, I guess was that ready for its first stair then,
I guess I was In a...No I didn't unless It was the last two or
ttoree days that just come along now,, probably would be what Is in.
Is In there. You would see it more than what you would have seen
from this. So a.i^ause In those days well we would get sort of
In a hurry, now we've got to get that man here In a bow-bow back,
and that's had to go. And a....
EKs: Want to look down toward the pond?
M: Yeah it's nice dovm there. Isn't that pretty.
EK: Yeah, it really is, very pretty, walk over
that way.
M: Where did Buddy go? He didn't go. Huh?
EK: Buddy's over at his house.
M: Oh Is It over at the house? OH,
oh and he didn't come on
in did he?
EK: No. well he'll be on over after a while.
I guess. He comes
over quite often.
M: Oh yeah, he knows he
wouldn't be polite if he wasn't going
to tell ya "how doya
do" you know or
"hello" or something.
EK: That's right, he cares
about you Memaw.
M: Yeah, (lovely) (colder).
CUT
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* ^oll 1 Scene 5 (over exposed) 30
M: Breeze, breeze.
EK: It's a pretty day. Without beelng to cold. After all It
is November.
M; Yeah. Yeah.
EK: : After Thanksgiving.
M: It's high time, you don't have much more time to fool around
with that sort of stuff. Ummhum.
EK: And be outside. Christmas is coming Memaw.
M Absolutely.
CUT I
ft *AX
oil 2 Scene 1 (no sound) Susan, EK and Memaw and flowers.
oil 2 Scene 2 I \1~
EK: We're going to take a little walk Memaw, across the front
yard. Talking about getting colder. No.
Susan: Gettin' a chill, you're not chilly are you? Have a little
chill commln' on.
M: No, didn't here anybody share (chuck hln)
EK: There's your house out there. There's your Holly Springs
Farm front door.
M: (mummbles, laughter) Yeah.
S; You've seen that a few times before.
M.
commln' on now (feet In leaves, saw sound or plane,
Memaw talking in distance.)
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oil 2 Scene 3 (begins over exposed) Z'7>!?
S: Come on little kitty, kitty, come on and say hello to the
Memaw. Come on little kitty cat come on and say hello to the
Memaw.
M: Hua2
S: Doesn't want to come and say hello. Doesn't want to come
say hello, (laughter) Here he comes, he's being a little shy but
I thing hesj^Main' aow.
M: Yeah. He'll be along I imagine.
S:: Here he comes, come on little little yellow cat. Come on
i
little yellow cat. Oh he's a lazy one, you must have feed him too
\ ..well Memaw.
M; Yeah..
i
S; Did you. feed that cat to
well.*
. .
| M: You wanta come back Sis sit down
an' read In here?
S:: I think she went on ahead.
M: She did? That's all right then.
S: Yeah, she left.
M: : That's all right, do whatever you wish, you, you. . .a . . .
S: She's a big girl now, you know.
M: Yeah.
S: She's all right. So I^hlM um,vwe couldn't ask for a
prettier
day could we. This weather,
beln' good to you?
M: I know, j~You gonna have a slice a cake?
S: Ooohl Did you bake a cake?
M: Yesl
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Roll 2 Scene 3 cont'
S What kind did you bake?
M: It's, it's a, a, what kind of (coffee) sis?
S: : Lemon, was it a yello cake?
M: Lemon, it wasn't lemon, no, It was chocolate cake, under
with a (taugh) the oven you know,
S: Umhum.
M: Not, didn't hold so much. . .
S: But Memaw how do you keep your girlish figure, things, with
tempting things like that around, huh?
M: You, you a embarass me, I didn't know (laughter)
S; I'm sorry. (Where you going)
M: (moves toward camera) Oht It's a people! |/j Good Night'
S: That good
lookin*
, good
lookln' grandson of yours.
M: Yeah.
S: That's what it Is. We know you
like the boy.
M; We could walk down, (Oh) if we took
time all we could...
be surprizing number of a fine
things you find -em.
S, Yeah. Do you remember (cough)
Memaw back up, excuse me.
Can you remember this barn back
here? Up this way. around this
corner. Did you used to have a lot
of little calves up there.
I remember years ago that you
used to keep some calves up -
that wayl They're, are they, I
don't believe
M: They're up there now*
They're put there so they don't go over
in the. . .
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Roll 2 Scene J cont'
S: Over into the swamp? . . . area.
M: Yeah. Go round an' get water for 'em. And they flop around
and pull out (ear) flies from hittin' 'em. They ones that have
a bitting 'em.
S:- Umhum.Do you know what, well, there's a lot of hay up there
now though, I think. Remember the kids used to get up there an'.
make a mess.
M: But It isn't high, It isn't real low. . .
CUT
V^JJTDll 2 Scene 4 ( severe garbling ) CSZ-
-ftbt JhJ\-
M: This was white (cars) somebody looked at it didn't they . .
that wide, pretty. Isn't that pertty. (bird call', one good,
one didtorted) She'll be sltten' on there rlddln' (Many...)
L reckon, | there comes one out, now. two, thcee, four, five, six,
seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen,
fifteen. All that many that side. ( she walks away from camera)
Red you're gonna have Uh huh huh, have the (atsey). ( pause)
Whafc'd- you. do- with Mister Master? Here Master, here Roy, here
Roy. I think he liked his trip outside, (pause) Where you Roy?
ri -tJ
Thought. you/'sgettlolL xeur hair brushed and here you're out here,
X don't know where you've been, every place you could find. 1
Uncle (Roger) gave you his. . .
CUT
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ll
VTJ/ll 2 Scene 5 I '"3^
M: Oh here's a bigger longer one. These two of 'em are.
David: Don't go down the hill Memaw.
M; Humm?
D: Don't go down the hill, you might trip.
M: No, you mean in here?
D: Don't trip down the hill.
S: (Giggles) What's ya doln'?
M: Cold man!
S: Good mornln' there.
M: Hum?
S: Good
mornln' there.
M; Ooh.
S:: You've been up since the crack of
dawn?
M: Found money?
S: Huh, you've been up here since
the crack a dawn?
M: Ooh, good!
S: I've been
sleepln' the day away.
M; Ooh, good!
S, Ooh, good! I didn't
think you'd like that. I thought you
might frown upon that.
Ms No, I don't care, we
like to have 'em stay, cause then
he
goes back
an' sits down and then we play
till we (tell- em). . ,
S: Tifl.1 you can't any
more. Yeah.
M: Yeah.
Si
1 .
U What a great day.
Look at the sunshine^
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Roll 2 Scene 5 cont'
M: And those other people are the Grays that work over there
and work for the school, school, they started and have been play
on outa sight, and then they have another one on over on the other
side of the man saws the man has "em. . .
CUT
11 2 Scene 6 ' &&
M: Look arn't these little white things cute there,
they' re. . .
SU Pushed 'em up. Yeah.
S: Arn't they nice. Lookin' so pretty.
M: Here Ro, Ra, the dog.
St ,,,, Boy dog.
M: Roy dog, yeah.
S: I don't know where he's been all
mornln' Memaw? I don't
what he could' ve done.
M: Isn't that where the by the had the
dell had em Inside the
house around there.
S: Think he's out huntln'?
M: Yeah. . .
S: Huntln" season you know.
M: Yeah.
S: Yeah? You gonna fix
some venison this winter? Did you ever
do any thing like that?
M: We had some vinegar.
Unhuh.
S: Venison.
Hi : Yeah, we have the
other we can put in here and Just rub
it on
CUT
you know a little bit.
-
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oil 3 Scene 4 ?4
m
EK reads letters:
EK:: Oh, this is a letter that was written to me in 1962.
(First Letter)
Dear E..K. : So nice to talk to you, also to have your letter,
Youall lead a most interesting life, and more interesting thing*
seem to be coming up. Keep us posted-weare very interested of.
course. Glad the girls are okay after their bronchi tus attacks,
belAeva_m^e_must_J;iaYe been similar. I. feel much better, wish
we could schedule a visit to you. May fourth would be what It&
like but make no plans for any time for Pop will not be definite.
He loves his (ttrysler and enjoyed driving to Winston-Salem which
is Just about as far as you are. That was business, however.
Hfl seems fine, and is anticipating his retirement, except we.
jnajL starve t and that's a JokeJ I'm working on a Charles County
beautlflcatlon committee, have the third district to direct,
quite a Job. We have MITE (?) Society today at Mrs. Flechers',
getting ready for Maryland House and Garden
Pilgrimage on April
29th, with luncheon at the Hall. Have not heard from Betty,
be nice to have them at Easter. Mrs- Speak,. ,92..years old,
Carlisle and
Luclels' mother will be buried at Durham tomorrow.
More later. Love to all.
EK: And this letter was written a few
weeks later.
(second letter)
Dear Sis and Family: It was very nice of
you to call on Sunday
and I did appreciate hearing from you so soon^after your hasty
he r***-*:-'W^->A
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(second letter continued)
,Yis^t# That too was very pleasant though brief and we'll be glad
to have you nearby again. *i am getting on/Vsatlsfactorlly except
am inclined to over do when I'm feeling real spry* Yesteday
was one of those days.* I. hunted and found woemn to pick tabacco
beds, hauled them here and home again last evening and payed for
it last night. It Is so hard not to pitch in and do as I used
to do, but no, it isn't worth it and I feel like saying "heck
with the farm.^ Betty called Sunday night too and we both had
a nice visit her, and the three girls all talked to me, David
was asleep. She thinks she'd best wait till after school Is out
to come down for a visit. Marbury called too that same night
so It was nice to be In touch with all of the children on my
birthday. It's as cold as any thing here today and was last night
too# We need rain but had'- only a slight shower. 'My Iris Is in
bloom and is beautiful. Locust blossoms are out and so very,
fragrent and the wild azalllas along the road side are at their ,
height so Southern Maryland is putting on a show.., Jje have our
plans for Williamsburg and Jamestown on the 17th and 18th all
under control and I have PAR on the 19th, am co-hostess with
Mrs Woody, have only a sheet cake to make, take card table covers,
some cups and toss in five dollars, so that isn't bad for once
a year4 Janle will go along to help serve lunch and Mrs.
Woody' s
GranddaughterAwl 11 help too. Am sure your 19th will be a busy
one but I imagine it will be fun. ^Politics are broiling here,
will be glad when primary is over.. Love to all and do not work
too hard, t (Jaxi tf // j .
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EK: . And this letter was written In May of '62.
(third letter)
Dear Sis: ^he package came yesterday and the mats are just as
pretty and attractive as can be. So are the napkins and I do
thank you and appreciate them and will certainly use them.
Ovlt re^QT^hox^^Sscm W^lllaHSbwrf saf apfc i- too* the^ip did
me good. However, I was tired and couldn't make garden club on
ttonday. This thing has taken- more out of me than I had at first
thought... 1 seem to be so slow getting any pep and still have -
pains in my leg muscles and when I lie down, little flutters
like my veins or muscles are full of baby tadpoles racing around.
i
My doctor is away and I will see him on the 29th, when he hopes
to release me and I can tell you deflnltly then whether I had
best take on tue boys that week. I'd love to do it but somehow
I've lost confidence in myself and I'm fighting hard not to really
enjoy poor health and want to get back to normal as soon as possslble.
This does not mean that I don't want you all for as long as you
want to stay, I'm looking forward to that. One thing yesterday
agrivated all of this. A small hurricane with some hall swept*
through here around 4pm^\ It took down one half of the two pronged
locust tree out fronts, blew that into the cedar tree taking down
one half of the cedar tree and pulling the entire lead In power
line front the house*. Llva wires, for almost two hours in the yard.
Telephone wires were down almost to the ground but were okay*
The big locust near the hen house,, one half of it went on the
hen house and one half of the big apple tree near the wood shed
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(third letter continued)
went over in the garden* Frawnle, the collored boy, was here and
was In the house with mei The storm was so fast and so soon over
I did not get nervous, but the mess was terrific. I called Sam,
he came home as Bud and Jane were going out, Buddy is in Annapolis
for a special session today, and maybe next week. More later
and I'll let you hear, by all means come on the fifteenth. Love
to all.
EK: An' those are my letters.
CUT
V^_&oll 3 Scene 2 (Susan reads same letters) 4.^*
S: I was diggin' around upstairs in the attic
an' came across
a couple of klnda old letters., that I thought I'd like to read,
see what you think. The first one is dated April forth 1962*
(Susan reads first letter)
S: And the next letter then Is dated a little later, Wednesday
May ninth,
1962.'
<)
(Susan reads second letter)
S- And the, 'we have dated May 25th, same year.
v
" // =-, &>iLi
(Susan reads third letter until ... and I do thank you JJ l>e^ ^Z\
She picks up back on second letter beginning ... so,
that isn't <7 .04.
bad for once a year. . . . )
S: So the last letter is dated May 25th of
the same year and it
begins. Dear Sis: . . .
(Susan reads third letter)
S; And that's the end of 'em. So
you may, I think they sort of
have a history to them and maybe, may tell a
little bit about
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Roll k Scene 1 cont'
something that we're not going to reveal here today. (laughs)
I Ilka her handwrlttlng, especially, not so easy to read though.
CUT
VAHroII Ur Scene 2 ~-'4&
S: Don't let this frighten you Memaw, I'm just
playln' movies.
M: Dorothy, what?
gs We're playln' movies.
M: Oh. Oh, (slate) Ruby. (giggles) (pause) j I got my two bosums
back, (laughs) (mumbles) They had sent 'em clear up yonder.
(laughter) And I thought about (mumbles). . .hold on.
EK:: Can you look over my way?
M: Hum?
EK: Hello. How are you feeling?
M: Me?
EK: Yeah.
M: Yeah, was I supposed to be sick or
did I had to do it?
EK: No, no. You Just had a little nap.
M: Oh, I see, yes, I, we went down
in the woods and brought up
a load of (Ha. ha) things.
EK: Holly? Umhum. \
M: Well what happened to
Mary?
EK: Hum?
M: Maud? You know.
EK: ITo, I'm here, I'm Sis.
I'm here. and Suzles over there.
M: Yeaha, that's
right I couldn't see ya.
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Roll 4 Scene 2 cont'
EK:: The lights are pretty bright.
M: They do?
EK: Um hum.
M; Um hum. Oh yeah, we, they went out back in the woods you
know and I drove It out there. Took the (pat) thing off. I told
'em go ahead, they could go go clear to Nanjemoy if you want to
because you can travel sooner, more soon there, rather. By
comln'
on (three) to them and then go again and, she'd be ready. (pause)
It's a busy time. It's a time that, that IsJ^^.^ll tol5w ' lt,5 a*
That looks like that V^ from that little print Is. Oh yeah.
EK:: You recognize that?
M: Yeah, yeah, that'sjaretty. Isn't that cute.
That's darling
EK: It's a picture of Durham Church.
M: Yes, It's fer but the not of the matour-mont a,
this part was,
the picture, they didn't get so much on that. , But they
got that
yesterday from me. They got my two. Well do I
need to go, I
don't have any stockln's of my own.
EK: We'll get you some.
M: Hum?
EK:: We'll buy some for you. We got you two
new pair yesterday.
M- 0, this I hit into up there
cjisatBriiamn and pulled it (downver)
EK: Oh, umhum.
M:: I pulled an, um, ugly placej Uong pause^
Are you going with
us? Are you going with
us?
EK: Yeah.
M: Well I had some money
to put back In. Mr. Mc-Goo, McGruder.
McGirl.
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EK: McGregor?
M; Umhum. And they only just one up an' she got spoons enough
4
and I say if your goln' go on get 'em get mothers you know, an'
rebun says we want to put 'em there, up In yonder, an' they got
em out, got 'em out fine. (pause) It's quite v/arm again mxmJtm
iht or is it? I didn't know whefer it was me or. . .
EK: Yeah, It's warm In here, I think.! (long pause>
M: What, we got to cook another, dinner? Huh?
3: I think so. (laughs) Another one. Never an end. Did you have
anything In mind? Shall we cook up a ham?
M; Oh, you ficked all right? Unhuh.
S : Umhum .
M: Oh, good, good. Cause we went to thesmeak, smeak, ha, ha.
Which of those did we meet? Saw, change? Smoke, I was in bed at
sl(x), ixmamxii run toad a then. I reckon.
EK: Do you remember the Smeaks, they were friends of ours, they
still are.
M: Um? I've finished, yea, I've been down In this one and I
brought the cover of this famll of made on a board, quite pretty
at the head that she could put down with hers or in hers or some
where. Especially when people are first seein' them they look
nice and fresh nnd fresh and gone In no time. I had something
else to chew chew up too.
EK: Do you remember that storm that came through here and blew
down trees, powerelines?
M: Brenthers where?
EK: : The storm that blew down some trees?
M: From here? Yeah.
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EK: Bad storm, hurricane, like, blew the locust tree dc
M: Oh, really? J
CUT
11 5 Scene 1 l_0^4
: I HI44EK i, for someone who was born In 1921, I think I',re had some
experiences that a lot of people my age didn't have, and part of
that was because I was born in Southern Maryland and lived on this
farm and R.E.A. hadnSt arrived until some years later. So, I
grew up with wood stoves, and no telephones, and no electric lights,
and no running water. I remember one ride in a buggy pulled by
a horse, and , thought %rwrfc maybe Itfd just talk about some of those
things. IThe &<problem of the Saturday night bath for lnstence,
occured in the kitchen, in front of the wood stove ln*-the round
tin tub. And the cleanest person got In the tub first and then theJt--
next person an' I think I ususally got in ther about second but
then my brothers who had been out and playing in dirtier climbs
were next and the water was getting a little thick by the time
the bath was over. Then we'd dash upstairs into bed before we
froze to death because ther was no central heat in the house.
So, that was one of the, you know, fun things that makes a nice
memory and I'm glad it isn't true anymore., Urn. I Just getting
the water Into the house, you know, meant walking doun to the
well and pulling It up In the old oaken bucket and bringing it
in and heating it up. Um. . . course we had the good old outhouse.
When my cousin would visit in the summertime when we were maybe
ten yearsold, we'd go up through the garden oath and a to get the
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best view of the sunset we would climb up on the out house roof
and sit there and watch the sun go down. ?I walked to school,
down the hill and out to a little one room school about a 10th
of a mile, I guess, away. First two grades I went to that school.
And third grade I rode a bus up to another little one room school.
And then transfered from that into a brand new consolidated school
anjkwent forth through eleventh, there, which was graduation time, i
f 1
j The/lights in the house, you know, no, no electricity, no lights.
(cough) So we had coal oil lamps, you know, today you might call
them kerosene lamps but we called them coal oil lamps and It was my (
grandmothers job to keep the shades clean and the wicks trimed
and the oil In the lamps. And I can remember some traumatic
experiences of being left In the dark because somebody would
pick up the lamp, you know, and take it to another room and I
remember saying "wait for me it's dark In here". jOne of the chores
we had to do was keep the wotOtd boxes filled for all the wood
stoves,
an' there was a box for the kindling and a box for the
bigger chunks of wood. So we wouldn't freeze all winter long. I
AnoWir little fun thing, I guess kids that grew up on farms
always had plenty of Jobs to do, was finding out where the turkeys
layed their eggs, out in the woods. So, when the old, the turkey
hen would go down the hill you know, and mother would say "follow
that turkey and see where her nest Is". So, we'd stay you know
discretely far enough behind so that she wouldn't know we were
following and she'd go out and at the base of a tree somewhere
would scratch off some leaves and sit there and lay her eggs.
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So, we'd come running home and then the next day we'd go out and
get that egg and put it away until It was time for, for_ them all
to be put In the, whereever they were to be hatchea^Jp-S^ I guess
1% talking about "You've come a long way, baby" because,, you
know, from those days then I went on to college, got a teaching
job, meet the love of my life, had six gorglous children, and .
you know, living in a nice house in Frderick on the side of the
mountain with all the conveniences including cars to drive.
D: Why don't you talk about the farm, now, today and this
weekend.
EK: Well this is sort of a, heavy weekend, emotionally, because
It's the end of an era. Um, mothers going to go into a nursing
home tomorrow. And we think that's really going to be very good
for her and I don't feel to badly about the fact that she's going
to be In a different setting because I. know she's going to be well
cared for. Also if we find that she Is not adjusting to it well,
we're keeping an option that we can bring her back here. And of
course part of this came about because daddy died a month ago and
he, you know, fought the idea of going into a nursing home.
So, we didn't insist that it happen when he was alive. Um, so
we, you know, we have a lot of concerns about whats going to happen
to this house and all of the tilings in it. This house having
been built In 1787, and some of the things in this house have
been in it since the house was built, even though it's changed
hands, you know, from the owned, from the person who built It,
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to a second owner, and then came Into our family as a third owner,
I think there are things here that Just sort of passed along.
And now it looks as though it's unclear whether things are going
to be completely closed up 'WetBgs scattered, the place sold or what.
So, that's part of the drama that's occurlng here this weekend.
So, It's a little heavy, It's not an ordinary weekend. But it's
really, I think, you know, We'll apprlclate very much the experience
we've had today in filming, having a record of this particular day^Z/
(pause)
D: Just relax a minute. ,
EK: I guess you know In that same line I could talk about the
stability that has been provided me through my life time with
knowing my parents lived here, and never moved from here, um the
home address never changed, and a another part of that was that
when we were here as kids we always went to church on Sunday
morning, and after we left I always knew that Mother and Daddy
were in church on Sunday morning. Seven o'clock Sunday morning
there was Mother playing' the organ and Daddy holding down the
corner of the choir or being the only choir and a I guess I've
used that as testimony in the past for, you know, building a
faith for me, from that family background, and a feeling of stability
I had because of that.
S: So your life isn't such a downer, Huh?
EK: No, lt*s not really a downer, but you know,
there are periods
of emotion that we come out of being str%er for having experienced
them.
D: Just sit quietly for a while.
CUT
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S: 1 r~~can't say that I have a lot of real vivid memories of
the farm. The farm has been a real constant for me I think,
I remember being very young and being really shocked when I
realized that all little children didn't have grandmothers
that lived on farms. I mean, It was kind of devastating,
for them, I was lucky, one of the lucky ones, Is what I realized^/
JBtW um, there were good days and bhuiu mm bad days if we would
come and visit the farm, but I remember we would, always had the
country cousins, who would call us fclty slickers' whether we
were or not and coerce us into running through the barns of through
the fellds an' doing all sorts of daring things whether we really
felt like we didn't or not, we sort of felt like we had^to prove
we were tough.Us,? I do remember a couple of times, climbing
into the corn barn up these slats, tiny little wooden slats In the
side of the corn barn, where the corn was stored, big ears of
corn. And up in the top there was a loft where they had wheat
dust or something, way up in the very top. And we climbed up
there, my cousin and I, and were sliding around In the
wheat dust,
and I have a little alergy problem, and we were sliding around,
so Susan gets a little bit of a cough and a
wheeze and starts,
the nose was running, and feels terrible. So , I
don't exactly
know what happened, I suppose one of the cousins
climbed down
and went
runnin' for Momma, and had her come back, and I experienced,
I never had had a problem with
heights or anything, but did
experience some ver(ti)go, or something
to that effect in trying
to get down out of the barn. I've never
felt such a loss of breath
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I was having trouble breathing, and then I couldn't get down,
I was very didorlented as far as, I couldn't find the slat for
my foot in the corn barn, so that was real traumatic, real traumatic^/
something that we all survive though..! And it's a great memory
actually, it makes a good story. | Ura^I guess I really connect
cousins with the farm, too. Because there were so many of them
maybe. But we built cabins down in the woods, that was a real
experience, novlvld memories whatsoever, you know, I can't remember
a thing.
'
But we all teamed up with our favorite cousins and um,
or the ones nearest our age which were probably our favorite cousins.
And their must have been, we must have put together about five
different cabins at one ptolnt down in those woods, under the direction
of our uncle, of our oldest uncle. And they were quite elaborate
things, the boys of course and the older cousins had a real fortrj^
cabin, but I do remember that my cabin, the one that I built with
the cousins closest to me had a ^a very nice moss covered floor.
Sort of very homey, at least. And they stood for years and years,
I remember going back there not so many years ago and there are
remains which are real touching and kind of, you know, sort of
COBsfortlng to go back and see, see that those things still stancUj
[ ThWe were the walks through the woods and the pond the, Ice pond
where we used to skate, maybe In our shoes, or something. But a lot
of good times, a whole lot of good times -down here, and my couple
of tries at horseback riding getting run away with down here a
few times with Vickie, the pinto pony, and that was goodj.^I don't
know, I think, you think about lives In general and the tings that
you, that affect your live, and andjmake you -/hat you are and a
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person Is really the sum total of so many experiences, but um,
the people that you know, the places "dSLi you've been, umm.
And I think that Just an awareness of that perhaps, Just an awareness
of that fact, that you are the sum total, and that you can bounce
off this experience ssSr that person can really make you all the more
interesting, make you more vibrant, make you more alive into
making something of yourself In your life. Providing of course
you take Into consideration, I guess, some learning process along
the way. So, I kind of feel when you look at a history, it's
not a very long life, but the last couple years of my life,
my twenty-seven years, I really started to feel that I'm perhaps
reaching sort of a peak where that I feel that regardless of where
it may lead me, that I'm really, feel more fulfilled, I feel that
I'm being more creative, that I'm attempting a lot of things
with my life, a lot of diverse sort of things, that um, I'm
more productive and creative than I've ever been in my life and
I would hate to think, that I ever will be, but I really feel some
progress and some independence. And, I've run across several
interesting experiences In as much as the educational process
is concerned. Um, my artistic lndevors. I've become really
late in life for me, Interested in dance. I've worked with a
marvelous women at the University of Maryland, Ethil Butler,
who is now 65 years old, who worked originally with Martha Grahm
with Martha Graham's company of the
1930' s. She worked with her,
was really one of her principle dancers andrlght hand women,
and
she's been sort of influenced me a lot as far as, well, the performing
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arts go. I've taken an Interesting course with her Just this year
where she's given us several tasks, the course is called Performing
Arts or the Fundlmentals of Performing which Is neither here nor
there, but um she's talked about a lot of interesting concepts,
in that realm, um, but I think it's been very meaningful, I mean
you think about dance or the art of movement. Okay, language, -
here I am, I'm majoring in Spainish, I've spoken Spainlsh for years,
studied it for years, taughtilt for years, have traveled quite a bit.
And a, you've got a means of communications, you have the visual
you have the. . .the um (EK: off camera: Verbal) Verbal, thank
you, the spoken, the spoken language. So when you concentrate
on dance I often feel like well really If dance is your form
then use the visual to express what It is you're going to exoress.
You know, which is more important, the visual ot the verbal.
Are they equally as Important, should one, should one influence
the other, should one take priority, should all those things happen,
depending on the situation. But, um, I feel pleased that regardless,
okay, I started, I started dancing very late in life, really too
late to do anything terribly, perhaps, significant, although I
won't put aside all the possibilities, but, to do any thing really
significant with It myself, as far as performing, just from the
realities of age and that sort of thing, but I think it can carry
over into a lot of other C+sA*i* aspects of a persons life
and can
be very valuable, In that sense.
D: How does coming here this weekend fit Into your
life?
S: I think this weekend, has a number of meanings for me.
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First of all perhaps, I'm very delighted, I think a, that my
s,>
!
primary reason, my primary was probably a selfish one.
Interested in experiencing some, some artistic endeavors. You,
know, that I would personally like to experience. But, what I
honestly feel more importantly and the reason that I am more glad
that I'm here now is for personal family reasons because of what
is happening here with my grandmother and this house and the farm
and the entire concept of, of Holly Springs, Holly Springs and
Southern Maryland and It's sort of, it's sort of a romantic kind
of a place. You can come to this farm and fantasize about what
it was like a hundred years ago and it's sad to think that it
may no longer exist as the entity that we have known It but every
thing must change and time goes on at least we should be thankful
of the memories we have here. Um, my grandmother will no longer
be residing in this residence and it's pretty uncertain what
will become of, exactly of the shells or of the buildings here,
which is important, I think they represent a lot of things to
all of us, but I think if we can maintain and keep alive what
they really meant to us, that's more Important than the passing
of them and what may become of them. (pause) EK: Say something
in Spainlsh? S: Que es la vlda? Un sueno? Que es la vlda? Un
iluslon? Una Sombra? Una fiction? Un frenlsl? V toto bien muy
mallo, que toto la vide sueno, y los aienos,
suenos son.
CUT
S: Oh, I mlsquatoted that qu^te terribly!
EK; Weil, that was beautiful!
ams
Conclusion
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Memaw is a different film from Ragnarok and Spot but
there are similarities. It is a personal film in a way
the other two could never be. It has elements of the
real world that Spot and Ragnarok do not
Memaw is more conventionally documentary in style and
yet everything filmed was entirely controlled. Controlled
to the same degree that everything in Spot and Ragnarok
was controlled. The difference is that I went to where
the people were rather than having the people come to me.
Instead of isolating people against a white background I
let them move against the background of the farm. And the
farm became an element unto itself as it was used in
isolation from people.
I certainly took a lot of preconceived notions about
film structure into the editing of these films. But in
the long run I think this thesis is a success because I
was still able to let Joyce's and Connie's personalities
speak for themselves, to let
Borges' words be the deter
mining factor in the structure of Ragnarok, and to let
Memaw "be," to just show some of the farm, let Susan be
as young as she is and let my mother be the guide. I think
I know how to get a lot out of limited footage. I hope I
know how to let the footage speak for itself despite my
structural impositions.
I'm most comfortable thinking about myself as a
documentary filmmaker and about these films as documentary
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films. Someone recently told me they thought that doc
umentary filmmaking was actually a form of poetry.
Recalling the two steps in documentary filmmaking,
"(1) recording (of images and sounds), and (2) inter
pretation," I feel I've learned a lot about the second
step in creating these poems. The problem for me now
might be to look more carefully, more systematically
at the first step, the shooting process, to see how best
to collect my "fragments of reality," to see what sort of
images make the best poems.
Technical Notes
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Film Stock:
Spot and Ragnarok - Kodak TRI-X Reversal Film
7278/Processed at Rochester Institute of Technology/
Printed at MPL Memphis, Tennessee.
Memaw - Eastman Double-X Negative Film 7222/
Processed and Printed at Precision Film Labs,
New York, New York.
Camera/Lighting:
Spot and Ragnarok - Arriflex 16S in Blimp/50mm lens
The Key plus Fill to Fill ratio at the subject was
2 : 1 or less. The background was lit to 2| stops
above Key plus Fill.
Memaw - CP16/12-120 zoom lens
The exteriors were all shot with available light.
The interviews were shot on a porch with a Lowel
Soft Light providing 1500 watts of fill from the
camera position.
Sound:
Spot and Ragnarok - Nagra IS recorder/ElectroVoice
667A microphone
Memaw - Nagra IS recorder/Sennheiser 415 microphone
Scotch 208 was the preferred i inch recording tape.
All films were mixed in the R.I.T. Film/TV Dept .
using the Neve mixing console/Magnasync and Westrex
dubbers/Nagra IVL recorder.
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Spot's sound track was transferred and processed at
MPL Memphis, Tennessee. The tracks for Ragnarok and
^emaZ were transferred and processed at Track
Transfers/Accurate Film Labs, New York, New York.
Editing:
sPQt and Ragnarok were edited on a bench with a
Magnasync/Moviola motorized synchronizer with 2 and
3 sound readers and a Minette Viewer. An upright
Moviola was occasionally used.
Memaw was edited on a Magnasync/Moviola Flatbed
Editing Console model M77AH.
Revas perforated tape splicers were preferred.
Conforming:
Spot and Ragnarok were cut into A and B rolls by me.
Memaw was cut by Chris Hart.
Titles:
All were shot on matching film stock on a Richardson
crane with an Acme camera.
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